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Abstract
E-Transaction in today’s world has been widely come into use. Therefore,
there is a huge amount of increasing pressures for having secure systems on
today’s system administrators. Areas where security can be improved are in
payment and authentication. Iris recognition provides one of the most secure
biometric methods to prevent false authentication. Authentication is performed
by comparing standardized Iris image capture with the stored version of
image. It is one of the most accurate with very few chances of acquiring
rejection rates and false acceptance. The technology used by Iris makes it very
useful in various areas such as online transactions, payments, E-commerce,
information security, cloud and ATMs. The technology is authentic, user
friendly, non-intrusive, difficult to imitate. Once the enrolment takes place, the
processing is also very fast. Such system needs specific hardware and software
to operate, requires the co-operation of the subject, and administrators need to
assure that they should have an emergency backup plan. Iris recognition is one
of the candidate where current methods of authentication like smart cards,
passwords, PINs and combination of these are being used. The Iris
authentication may be used in two-factor authentication for better result..
Keywords: E-Transaction, Iris, Biometric authentication, E-commerce,
information security

INTRODUCTION
It has become quite prevalent these days to carry out shopping on an online mode.
This has raised alarm on the security aspects of electronic trading and is definitely an
important part of business. Alongside, there is the necessity for proper verification.
Shopping on online mode is the act of reclamation of the product information and
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provides the feasibility to the customers to purchase the products depending on their
own choice by means of the internet vendors in contrary to a shop present over the
internet through a web browser. Furthermore, it has received lot of recognition as
people find it simple and expedient to purchase the things they like on their terms
with their solace level either by sitting at home or being in the office. On purchasing
any product or merchandise, the payment for that is usually done by making use of the
debit/credit card depending on the choice of the customer and the order is sent to the
customer in various ways such as mail order or even by home delivery. Distinctive
jeopardy and concerns for customers and fiscal organisations that usually cause
trepidation in the online shopping are phishing and Identity theft. Identity theft is the
deceptive practice robbing someone of their identity in the form of individually
identifiable information generally done to impersonate someone else and using that
information for obtaining financial benefit or obtaining other advantages in the name
of that customer. Phishing is an act of attaining private and receptive information to
make use of that in fake activities. The data of a customer such as username,
passwords, account details is stolen camouflaging as a reliable entity or person and is
usually done by E-mail spoofing, Instant Messaging or other likely means of
communication. Furthermore, prevailing authentication techniques, such as
passwords, arises a number of problems.
To safeguard the interception of customer’s individual information when the link is in
transit between the web browser and web server while being connected on internet, a
networking protocol is used to set up an encrypted link which is known as Secure
Socket Layer (SSL) Furthermore, SSL is an industry recognized protocol which
safeguards millions of websites by securing their online dealings with their customers
and by keeping hold of the personal and classified data of the customers that is private
and essential on an everyday basis . These restrictions can be prevailed over by
making use of the biometrics verification system. Biometric methods such as
‘fingerprint scanning’ are as such being used for individual verification in mobile
devices for making sure of proper verification and safety.
Instead of memorizing the passwords and/or the hassle of keeping up with the ID
cards, acceptance of biometrics is the best available option. This study is of great
significance since the safety of E-commerce dealings used these days is just not
adequate for the augmenting growth of payments done on an online mode and
shopping and dealings, thus there is a necessity of smart verification system to
safeguard issues such as identity theft, hacking and viruses. The projected technique is
particularly for E-Commerce but it could be prolonged for providing safety and
verification in M-commerce as well as physical banking and can either be employed
for data safeguarding in cloud environment also. As the internet is universally
regulated, identity theft cases are augmenting with regard to it, which could leave a
negative effect for both the buyers and the organisations as well who is taking part in
this mode of trade. There are a number of techniques that have been assessed to
portray the iris features. Gabor filter has been employed in a number of works [1], [2],
[3] for the pattern scrutiny applications since it is very helpful for image processing
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applications such as iris identification, fingerprint identification and optical character
recognition. Zero crossing wavelet transforms has been employed for taking out the
iris features in [4]. In [5] iris feature withdrawal includes Log-Gabor wavelet,
additionally, other techniques employed for iris capture are Haarwavelet [6],
Laplacian-of-Gaussian filter [7], Hermitte Gaussian- moments [8] etc. It is also
assessed that in the prevailing work, the number of withdrawn iris features is very
high. In this study, the prevalence of the front camera which is deployed in all
computer systems and smart devices along with the uniform IRIS image capture is
been tackled with.
2. PROBLEM STATEMENT
The online payment sites make sure that the payment gateways are safeguarded
adequately and the dealing is done safely using 3D secure mode as verification and
hash functions for making sure of data integrity. Both techniques has some
drawbacks. The security method that has been opted in this research are considered
that could pave way to possibly grave susceptibilities. Apparently, this is not an
extensive list such as Merchant login page should not be on HTTP, use HTTP Strict
Transport Security (HSTS), Secure cookies, Hash based authentication, not depending
on security through obscurity. This study pays an accolades to biometrics by
employing Iris patterns for verification dealings of E-commerce consumers, because
Iris patterns are exclusive for a person.
Instances of obtaining side verification include PayPal's patented 'verification'[9]
technique, where one or more replica transactions are guided towards a credit card,
and the cardholder must verify the value of these dealings. The iSignthis[10]
patented technique employs the deal value at the point of sale, such that the amount of
the sales as accepted between the e-Merchant and cardholder, is divided into two (or
more) amounts, with the initial amount being a arbitrarily produced value, and the
later value being the estimated amount between sales amount and the arbitrary value.
Both of these techniques depend upon the card holder evaluating the account number
linked with the credit card, and ensuring the value of the arbitrary deal so as to prove
that they are the possessor of the account. However, PayPal's technique does not
exclusively relate to a deal between an e-Merchant and card holder, so unless it is
taken forward with another process that associates openly to a deal, the technique is
not a kind of strong customer verification and therefore cannot be a substitute to the
3D Secure.
3. FRAMEWORK FOR E-TRANSACTION SECURITY
The main aim of the study is E-Commerce Security. The prevailing methods of ECommerce safety and Biometrics are analyzed. The limitations of previous works on
E-Commerce safety used for payments are permeated in the planned work. The
projected technique uses Iris Scanner to effectively manage the payment system by
just taking a look at the mobile device and thereby ascertaining the safety. The
planned work is an augmentation to the prevailing safety methods. It employs an Iris
Scanner which examines the Iris of the eye to verify the user.
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4. TRANSACTION IN ONLINE SHOPPING
In a distinctive online shopping, as shown in Fig.1, the client is guided to the payment
page whenever the customer chooses any product from an online shopping gateway.
Online vendor might have its own payment method or might take advantage of third
party payment methods such as Paytm, E-wallet and several other means. The shopper
submits his card (credit or debit) details such as the card number, actual name printed
on the card, etc in the payment gateway.

Fig.1: Transaction in Online Shopping (adopted from [11])
Details of awareness earned by the buyer could differ from one payment doorway to a
different, such as, payment in IRCTC website requires Personal number (PIN) once
paying exploitation charge account credit while probing in Amazon or Myntra
requires
Visa
or
Master
secure
code.
In
addition
to
the
prevalent merchant could prompt for CVV (CVV2 for Visa, CVC2 for
MasterCard), that is fundamentally an authorizing code in CNP transactions. In synch
with the PCI information Security customary [12], vendors cannot save CVV data or
PIN information and if allowed, then other details on the card like name, card number
and cessation date might be stored, that security bound standards are required.
Nevertheless, current cases of status violations like in epsilon, Sony’s PlayStation
Network
and heartland Payment
Systems
indicates
that
storing the
card holders’ data is dangerous. An answer might be compelling the vendor to be
PCI ill-treatment, however it might be costly as a consequence of PCI ill-treatment is
big and thus, the method is complex and time severe [13] and it'll resolve a part of the
matter. One need not save their card details on the sites or need to believe
the vendor and its workforce to not use card data for his or her own operations or
transactions. Branchless banking applications [14] are also vulnerable to malware [15]
while doing transactions.
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5. IRIS E-TRANSACTION AUTHENTICATION
In the projected solution, data provided by the customer to the online vendor is his Iris
pattern that's just by looking into the mobile device that may exclusively authenticate
the payment done by the customer from his/her bank account. This is often
accomplished by the initiation of biometric software and during this projected
technique, is Iris scanner. The data received by the vendor is in the form of outline of
the Iris. The data can completely confirm receipt of payment from verified client.
Customer exclusive authentication password is his Iris itself. Customer authentication
information (Iris pattern) would be previously stored in the database of the bank by
making use of the iris scanner. In this situation, the main key in the database of the
bank would be iris pattern and all the details of the account of the customer would be
stored in orientation with the iris pattern.
In this method, at the time of online payment the customer is required to look straight
into the mobile device for recognition, instead of typing the card no, date of expiry of
the card, CVV etc. On receiving customer authentication password (Iris pattern), bank
looks for matching pattern it has with its own database. Once it is confirmed legal
customer, the bank transfers money from the customer account to the vendor account.
While receiving the money, vendor’s payment system authenticates receiving of
payment using customer verification data.
Iris authentication may also be implemented in cloud environment [16]. Iris may also
be combined with artificial intelligence techniques [17], machine learning [18, 19],
deep learning [20], big data [21], RFID [22] and smart phones [23].
5.1. Advantages of Iris Authentication
Iris methodology lessens client information sent to the web vendor. Thus, just in case
of a violation in vendor’s information, client is not affected. It furthermore prevents
illegal use of client information by the vendor site. Since Iris uses biometric
application, it makes sure that no one can carry out any money transfer without the
customer verification password, which is its iris itself. Thus, it helps in maintaining
customer privacy.
Use of Iris is a better option as compared to other biometric application such as
fingerprint scan and iris scan is 1000 times better than the fingerprint scan because it
can fade away with the time and, retina of a person can be modified if suffering from
diabetic etc. The Iris scanner could examine the Iris even at 40 feet distance [24] thus,
there is no need to keep the equipment right before your eyes.
5.2. Security Threat of Iris Authentication
At 40 feet away, anyone can scan people of the street for the interest of Iris and can
keep it safely for later theft because Iris can be scanned inertly. It might be used in
retail to outline buyers to provide them "deals," or in education sector to mark out the
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students in the name of safety. The chances are endless, as there are the likelihood for
tampering someone's private information and civil liberties.

6. CONCLUSION
In this study, a check has been made for a elucidation based on the rarity of Iris
feature as a biometric, for recognition and verification of a customer to safeguard Ecommerce dealings and to supply customer private information and prevents
mishandling of information at vendor’s end. The approach is troubled exclusively
with avoidance of identity theft, fake verification and customer data safety. When
compared to other banking application that employs other means such as
steganography and visual cryptography are basically applied for physical banking.
The planned method can be used for M-Commerce with focus space on payment done
during on-line shopping as well as physical banking. This method is effective and
reliable for safeguarding the different kinds of frauds occurring in E-commerce
transactions. During this study, standards had been maintained to consider and take
superior quality images of Iris.
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